
Unlimited Power - The Arcane Path (Completed)

Novel Chapter 461

Chapter 461: 461

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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Leon finished another 'training' session with Ilyana wondering if something
was wrong with him . Ilyana could even use curses, and even though it wasn't
painful being cursed, it was very unpleasant . Still, he didn't feel all that
bothered by it . . . Although he didn't trust her completely, Leon didn't
imagine that she would attack him while he was in such a state . If she wanted,
she could burn Leon to a crisp, after all .

"I'd better not overthink it . . . Efreet," Leon shook his head and then
materialized Efreet . "You are up now, teach me some useful OFFENSIVE
spells . "

" . . . Why did you have to say it like that?" Efreet frowned . "I'm not

Undine . If you become stronger, our duels will become more fun!"

It was refreshing to talk with a spirit that wasn't so troublesome . . . Although
Efreet was noisy, he wasn't as difficult to deal with like Undine . . . maybe it
was because he wasn't that smart, but Leon was thankful for it, anyway .

"You are not a melee fighter, but the first skill that I will teach you will help
you surprise your enemies," Efreet said and then punched the ground, causing
an explosion that could be compared to the explosion of a grenade . "This skill
is called Explosive Touch; you create a dense but small sphere of fire in front
of your hand and then attack the enemy . You already know Fire Explosive

Arrow, so this should be easy for you . "

"Don't you think that spell is a bit weak?" Leon frowned, looking at the small
hole on the ground . "

"I adjusted the strength," Efreet explained . "If I had used all my strength, I
would have destroyed all your plantation . Bahahaha!"
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"That is not funny, but it sounds like a powerful spell," Leon said . "Why

didn't I see you using that before?"

"I tried to use on you," Efreet laughed . "But you never let me get too close .
"

"Were you trying to kill me?" Leon raised his voice . "Don't use something so
dangerous!"

"It won't be fun unless we fight serious, so it can't be helped," Efreet laughed
again .

Leon sighed again . . . it was amazing how every single spirit made him

changes his opinions about them so frequently . Regardless . . . Leon started
his practice . Although he soon managed to replicate the effect, he also
damaged himself .

"Ouch . . . " Leon was shaking his hand, trying to decrease the heat he was
feeling just like that . "Why the skill damaged me?"

"Hahaha, that is what you get from trusting Efreet too much," Undine
laughed .
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Leon shook his head and sighed . . . it was a very troublesome way to train
skills, but since his elemental armors were at a low level, Leon decided to
practice to obtain those extra status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Explosive Touch .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although it caused some problems, Leon felt pretty cool when he punched the
air and caused explosions by activating that skill . The skill was very
convenient, and it became much more powerful when Leon used alongside
Fast Conjuration . Even though he couldn't punch that fast, every single
punch caused at least five explosions . . . it was an excellent way to cause
damage while surprising his enemies and train his elemental armors . As for
Fire Arrow Shower, Leon didn't have many difficulties since he already knew
the others, the only difference was the element of the spell, after all .

"I have some information for you," Ilyana said, using Telepathy .



"All right, I will use Transfer and . . . " Leon said .

"You don't have to," Ilyana interrupted Leon . "I just want to inform you that

Yuki sent some of her soldiers as ambassadors to talk with Gisela and
Hector . Neither side is showing any ill feelings until now . It looks like they
will ignore each other and just strengthening their soldiers for the time being .
That is all . "

It was weird . Usually, Ilyana would be too friendly, but now she was quite

unsocial . Leon didn't expect her bad mood would last for so long, given their
previous conversations he concluded that such things wouldn't bother her all
that much . After all, if Earth gets destroyed and its inhabitants end up dead,
nothing would change for her .

"No . . . maybe she is hoping that by helping me, the people of Earth would
eventually become an ally . It doesn't matter how much powerful she is . . . it
is crazy to hope that she alone can take down hundreds of other individuals
like her . Individuals that perhaps have been fighting for far too long . "

Leon could only keep imagining such possibilities, even though he wasn't
good at deciding what was possible and what wasn't, he was pretty sure that
the wasn't far from the truth . Besides, it was a fact that Earth and the people
of Earth wouldn't find genuine peace unless they get rid of every single
enemy and monster .

"I can only hope that such a thing can be achieved . . . Still, I can't imagine
myself nor anyone else reaching such a level of strength in order to make that
happen . The only where I can see myself doing that is by defeating a
harvester and use Summon Zombie to obtain control over it . "



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Curse Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon finished another training session with Ilyana wondering if something
was wrong with him . Ilyana could even use curses, and even though it wasnt
painful being cursed, it was very unpleasant . Still, he didnt feel all that
bothered by it . . . Although he didnt trust her completely, Leon didnt imagine
that she would attack him while he was in such a state . If she wanted, she
could burn Leon to a crisp, after all .

Id better not overthink it . . . Efreet, Leon shook his head and then
materialized Efreet . You are up now, teach me some useful OFFENSIVE
spells .



. . .Why did you have to say it like that? Efreet frowned . Im not Undine . If
you become stronger, our duels will become more fun!

It was refreshing to talk with a spirit that wasnt so troublesome . . . Although
Efreet was noisy, he wasnt as difficult to deal with like Undine . . . maybe it
was because he wasnt that smart, but Leon was thankful for it, anyway .

You are not a melee fighter, but the first skill that I will teach you will help
you surprise your enemies, Efreet said and then punched the ground, causing
an explosion that could be compared to the explosion of a grenade . This skill
is called Explosive Touch; you create a dense but small sphere of fire in front
of your hand and then attack the enemy . You already know Fire Explosive

Arrow, so this should be easy for you .

Dont you think that spell is a bit weak? Leon frowned, looking at the small
hole on the ground .

I adjusted the strength, Efreet explained . If I had used all my strength, I
would have destroyed all your plantation . Bahahaha!

That is not funny, but it sounds like a powerful spell, Leon said . Why didnt

I see you using that before?

I tried to use on you, Efreet laughed . But you never let me get too close .

Were you trying to kill me? Leon raised his voice . Dont use something so
dangerous!



It wont be fun unless we fight serious, so it cant be helped, Efreet laughed
again .

Leon sighed again . . . it was amazing how every single spirit made him

changes his opinions about them so frequently . Regardless . . . Leon started
his practice . Although he soon managed to replicate the effect, he also
damaged himself .

Ouch . . . Leon was shaking his hand, trying to decrease the heat he was
feeling just like that . Why the skill damaged me?

Hahaha, that is what you get from trusting Efreet too much, Undine laughed .

Leon shook his head and sighed . . . it was a very troublesome way to train
skills, but since his elemental armors were at a low level, Leon decided to
practice to obtain those extra status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Explosive Touch .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .



Although it caused some problems, Leon felt pretty cool when he punched the
air and caused explosions by activating that skill . The skill was very
convenient, and it became much more powerful when Leon used alongside
Fast Conjuration . Even though he couldnt punch that fast, every single punch
caused at least five explosions . . . it was an excellent way to cause damage
while surprising his enemies and train his elemental armors . As for Fire
Arrow Shower, Leon didnt have many difficulties since he already knew the

others, the only difference was the element of the spell, after all .

I have some information for you, Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

All right, I will use Transfer and . . . Leon said .

You dont have to, Ilyana interrupted Leon . I just want to inform you that

Yuki sent some of her soldiers as ambassadors to talk with Gisela and
Hector . Neither side is showing any ill feelings until now . It looks like they
will ignore each other and just strengthening their soldiers for the time being .
That is all .

It was weird . Usually, Ilyana would be too friendly, but now she was quite

unsocial . Leon didnt expect her bad mood would last for so long, given their
previous conversations he concluded that such things wouldnt bother her all
that much . After all, if Earth gets destroyed and its inhabitants end up dead,
nothing would change for her .

No . . . maybe she is hoping that by helping me, the people of Earth would
eventually become an ally . It doesnt matter how much powerful she is . . . it
is crazy to hope that she alone can take down hundreds of other individuals
like her . Individuals that perhaps have been fighting for far too long .



Leon could only keep imagining such possibilities, even though he wasnt
good at deciding what was possible and what wasnt, he was pretty sure that
the wasnt far from the truth . Besides, it was a fact that Earth and the people
of Earth wouldnt find genuine peace unless they get rid of every single enemy
and monster .

I can only hope that such a thing can be achieved . . . Still, I cant imagine
myself nor anyone else reaching such a level of strength in order to make that
happen . The only where I can see myself doing that is by defeating a
harvester and use Summon Zombie to obtain control over it .

Novel Chapter 462

Chapter 462: 462

Although Hector and Gisela were making their soldiers go rather frequently to
such places, they weren't slacking off in the construction of their new base .
They knew that time wasn't something they could afford to waste, but they
couldn't just live in non-walled cities now that monsters that could quickly

melt steel or destroy it with their magic attacks were roaming all over Earth .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Orb of Thunder .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Arrow Shower .



Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Thanks for the help, Volt," Leon said . "You can rest now . "

"Understood," Volt nodded . "You can always call me when you wish to learn
more spells, Leon . "

Leon felt weird because he was starting to treat his spirits like Pokémons, but
he was pretty sure that everything would be fine unless he starts to give them
commands like 'use scratch . ' Regardless, Leon beginning to get tired of his
routine, he felt like challenging a dungeon . However, he soon gave up on the
idea because challenging a dungeon that would prove itself to be a challenge
would literally be a waste of time . While Leon would hunt down a few

thousand tier four monsters in a few hours, he could have trained for days in
Ilyana's world . Having such a downside, Leon didn't feel compelled to
escape from his routine .

"I just have to hang in there . I'm sure that things will become more

interesting once I learn how to summon golems . I just hope that Farming and
Alchemy will still level up . . . even though I intend to outsource all the
work . "

Congratulations! The skill Magma Wall has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Rope has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Slash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Orb of Magma has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

"This is bad . . . even though I'm constantly learning new spells . I'm not

progressing all that much . Wait a minute . . . I can use that . "

Leon wondered how he forgot such a thing . . . it was an excellent way to
level up some skills he had forgotten until now . Leon headed toward his
slimes that were attacking without causing a single scratch the Ghost-Swords
and then used Cheer .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

He had to move quite a lot to buff all his slimes, but since the effects of the
skill didn't last long, Leon soon could use them on the same group of slimes

again . After a few hours, Leon also decided to level up Hateful Gaze . He
didn't even have to move to level up that skill . Since Ilyana's monsters were



frequently leaving her castle, he just had to stand near one of the entrances,
and he would be able to use the debuff on many creatures .
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"After the next training session, I should ask her about some buffs and
debuffs . . . Ilyana probably knows the better and easy ones to learn .
Regardless, I'm also running out of ideas for spells . So, I guess I will buy
some tomes . . . I have to make a habit of this since coins are pretty much
useless for me now . "

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sand Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

"Why are you so stingy?" Celsius said, and Leon imagined her frowning .
"You don't use those coins for anything, why don't spend all of them
already?"

"Although I don't use coins that frequently, I like to the number high, I
guess . . . " Leon scratched the back of his head .

"You are so weird . . . " Celsius said .



" I can't deny that . . . " Leon shrugged .

It couldn't be helped that it became a habit for Leon to see and enjoy his coins
growing in number . Although he couldn't see them, those increased every
day while he was on that island for four years . But now that Leon thought

about it, perhaps spending them would increase the speed that he obtain status

quite a bit . Even though those skills couldn't be used frequently, Leon could
ignore the cooldown time by using Multi-Conjuration, and since that passive
skill would always be useful, it was an excellent time to make use of it .

Although Hector and Gisela were making their soldiers go rather frequently to
such places, they werent slacking off in the construction of their new base .
They knew that time wasnt something they could afford to waste, but they
couldnt just live in non-walled cities now that monsters that could quickly

melt steel or destroy it with their magic attacks were roaming all over Earth .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Orb of Thunder .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Electric Arrow Shower .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Thanks for the help, Volt, Leon said . You can rest now .



Understood, Volt nodded . You can always call me when you wish to learn
more spells, Leon .

Leon felt weird because he was starting to treat his spirits like Pokémons, but
he was pretty sure that everything would be fine unless he starts to give them
commands like use scratch . Regardless, Leon beginning to get tired of his
routine, he felt like challenging a dungeon . However, he soon gave up on the
idea because challenging a dungeon that would prove itself to be a challenge
would literally be a waste of time . While Leon would hunt down a few

thousand tier four monsters in a few hours, he could have trained for days in
Ilyanas world . Having such a downside, Leon didnt feel compelled to escape
from his routine .

I just have to hang in there . Im sure that things will become more interesting

once I learn how to summon golems . I just hope that Farming and Alchemy
will still level up . . . even though I intend to outsource all the work .

Congratulations! The skill Magma Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Lance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Electric Rope has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Slash has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Orb of Magma has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

This is bad . . . even though Im constantly learning new spells . Im not

progressing all that much . Wait a minute . . . I can use that .

Leon wondered how he forgot such a thing . . . it was an excellent way to
level up some skills he had forgotten until now . Leon headed toward his
slimes that were attacking without causing a single scratch the Ghost-Swords
and then used Cheer .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cheer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

He had to move quite a lot to buff all his slimes, but since the effects of the
skill didnt last long, Leon soon could use them on the same group of slimes

again . After a few hours, Leon also decided to level up Hateful Gaze . He
didnt even have to move to level up that skill . Since Ilyanas monsters were
frequently leaving her castle, he just had to stand near one of the entrances,
and he would be able to use the debuff on many creatures .

After the next training session, I should ask her about some buffs and
debuffs . . . Ilyana probably knows the better and easy ones to learn .
Regardless, Im also running out of ideas for spells . So, I guess I will buy
some tomes . . . I have to make a habit of this since coins are pretty much
useless for me now .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sand Wave .

Cost: 50 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

You obtained 01 status points .

Why are you so stingy? Celsius said, and Leon imagined her frowning . You
dont use those coins for anything, why dont spend all of them already?



Although I dont use coins that frequently, I like to the number high, I
guess . . . Leon scratched the back of his head .

You are so weird . . . Celsius said .

I cant deny that . . . Leon shrugged .

It couldnt be helped that it became a habit for Leon to see and enjoy his coins
growing in number . Although he couldnt see them, those increased every day
while he was on that island for four years . But now that Leon thought about

it, perhaps spending them would increase the speed that he obtain status quite

a bit . Even though those skills couldnt be used frequently, Leon could ignore
the cooldown time by using Multi-Conjuration, and since that passive skill
would always be useful, it was an excellent time to make use of it .

Novel Chapter 463

Chapter 463: 463

"You can also tell that, huh?" Leon said, not even a little bit surprised .

"Obviously," Ilyana said . "Since you already summoned the ten thousand
slimes, that I recommended you to summon, I guess I can teach you some
spells that will help you to increase the power of your summoned creatures
and allies . The cost will be high, but those are very useful . "

"Really? I'm getting interested . . . " Leon said .



"However, since you are a stubborn and prideful idiot, it will take a while to
learn all of them," Ilyana said .

Leon frowned when he heard that, it was actually the first time Ilyana
blatantly insulted him . . . even though she only told the truth . As if that had
never happened, Ilyana explained how to learn the spells, and Leon listened
to it .

"This kind of spell belongs to the emanation series, you emit your mana to an
area around yourself and with it your recover one type of your allies energy or
increase one of their statuses," Ilyana explained . "Fortunately, you can keep
more than one skill at a time active, so eventually you will be able to increase
all the status and regenerate the energy of your allies and monsters . However,
it will take a long while before you obtain the power to keep such skills active
at all times . "

Based on what he heard, it looked like a type of active skill that also
resembled the passive skills . It was also a buff, but Leon was more interested
in the speed he could level them up . Leon just needed a few more points, and
he would be able to learn of how to summon a golem, and he couldn't wait to
outsource his job of creating mana liquid .
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"Let's start with the basics . . . " Ilyana said . "Try to combine Regeneration
and Mana Shield . "



Leon frowned when he heard, but it kind of made sense . . . Ilyana wanted to
learn something that basically was the combination of two things that Leon
already knew . Unfortunately, Leon had no idea how to combine a defensive

spell and a healing one . Besides, they worked in different manners . Mana
Shield worked around Leon, while Regeneration did its magic healing his
wounds .

"You can train outside, and once you learn it, I will teach you the other skills,"
Ilyana said .

Leon left the castle in a hurry since Ilyana still was in a bad mood . Although
she only explained the basics and couldn't say that she teaches anything, Leon
couldn't complain since it was his idea to learn new skills without relying on

tomes .

"Let's see . . . since it is a skill that heals everyone around me overtime, I
don't have to make the mana thick like Mana Shield . . . but I also have to
heal everyone nearby me, unconsciously . This is more complicated than I
thought . "

"I see . . . Thanks for the tips," Leon said .
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Although it was weird for Undine to be so cooperative and not mess with
Leon for a change, he decided not to complain or make jokes . Otherwise, she



would never do that again . . . possibly . Besides, the insight of spirits was
more than welcome since they were essentially beings made of mana .

Regardless, Leon started his practice . Just like always, things started very
slowly because healing was one of the skills that he was really bad at . . .
since he couldn't heal anything without touching it . Although Leon's
intelligence was high, healing spells didn't rely on that . They relied more on
control and mana . Thanks to his increase in control, Leon was obtaining
results faster than he had had expected . . . but emitting mana while trying to
make the mana heal everything nearby was complicated because a lot of mana
was continually being consumed .

"Even though she said that this spell would consume a lot of mana, I didn't
expect it would be so much . . . I guess this one of the spells that only become
useful at high levels . "

Fortunately, Leon's plantation of blue angel leaves was nearby to solve that
problem . That being said, it took Leon three days for him to learn that . . .
three days where he didn't do anything but to practice that spell . So, when he
finally received the notification, Leon didn't feel like celebrating, because he
could have obtained the status points he needed to learn to summon golems .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Health Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .
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Effects: Restores 01 health per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

"No wonder it took so long to learn this . . . the radius of the skill is insane .
But considering what Ilyana said, the radius of the skill will also increase a
lot . "

After studying that skill for a while, Leon also understood that the skill had a
lot more potential than he had imagined . Although the healing effects
probably wouldn't increase a lot, it wouldn't decrease the more monsters or
allies were within the range of the skill .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Well . . . at least the number of monsters being healed also increase the
growth speed of the skill . It also levels up even when the monsters' health are
full . "

Although Leon had to work quite fast to harvester the plants and make the
mana liquid, in just a single hour, the skill reached level fifty because the
radius of the skill increased by ten meters with each level up .

You can also tell that, huh? Leon said, not even a little bit surprised .

Obviously, Ilyana said . Since you already summoned the ten thousand slimes,
that I recommended you to summon, I guess I can teach you some spells that
will help you to increase the power of your summoned creatures and allies .
The cost will be high, but those are very useful .

Really? Im getting interested . . . Leon said .

However, since you are a stubborn and prideful idiot, it will take a while to
learn all of them, Ilyana said .

Leon frowned when he heard that, it was actually the first time Ilyana
blatantly insulted him . . . even though she only told the truth . As if that had
never happened, Ilyana explained how to learn the spells, and Leon listened
to it .

This kind of spell belongs to the emanation series, you emit your mana to an
area around yourself and with it your recover one type of your allies energy or
increase one of their statuses, Ilyana explained . Fortunately, you can keep
more than one skill at a time active, so eventually you will be able to increase
all the status and regenerate the energy of your allies and monsters . However,



it will take a long while before you obtain the power to keep such skills active
at all times .

Based on what he heard, it looked like a type of active skill that also
resembled the passive skills . It was also a buff, but Leon was more interested
in the speed he could level them up . Leon just needed a few more points, and
he would be able to learn of how to summon a golem, and he couldnt wait to
outsource his job of creating mana liquid .

Lets start with the basics . . . Ilyana said . Try to combine Regeneration and
Mana Shield .

Leon frowned when he heard, but it kind of made sense . . . Ilyana wanted to
learn something that basically was the combination of two things that Leon
already knew . Unfortunately, Leon had no idea how to combine a defensive

spell and a healing one . Besides, they worked in different manners . Mana
Shield worked around Leon, while Regeneration did its magic healing his
wounds .

You can train outside, and once you learn it, I will teach you the other skills,
Ilyana said .

Leon left the castle in a hurry since Ilyana still was in a bad mood . Although
she only explained the basics and couldnt say that she teaches anything, Leon
couldnt complain since it was his idea to learn new skills without relying on
tomes .

Lets see . . . since it is a skill that heals everyone around me overtime, I dont
have to make the mana thick like Mana Shield . . . but I also have to heal



everyone nearby me, unconsciously . This is more complicated than I
thought .

I see . . . Thanks for the tips, Leon said .

Although it was weird for Undine to be so cooperative and not mess with
Leon for a change, he decided not to complain or make jokes . Otherwise, she
would never do that again . . . possibly . Besides, the insight of spirits was
more than welcome since they were essentially beings made of mana .

Regardless, Leon started his practice . Just like always, things started very
slowly because healing was one of the skills that he was really bad at . . .
since he couldnt heal anything without touching it . Although Leons
intelligence was high, healing spells didnt rely on that . They relied more on
control and mana . Thanks to his increase in control, Leon was obtaining
results faster than he had had expected . . . but emitting mana while trying to
make the mana heal everything nearby was complicated because a lot of mana
was continually being consumed .

Even though she said that this spell would consume a lot of mana, I didnt
expect it would be so much . . . I guess this one of the spells that only become
useful at high levels .

Fortunately, Leons plantation of blue angel leaves was nearby to solve that
problem . That being said, it took Leon three days for him to learn that . . .
three days where he didnt do anything but to practice that spell . So, when he
finally received the notification, Leon didnt feel like celebrating, because he
could have obtained the status points he needed to learn to summon golems .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Health Zone .



Cost: 100 mana per second .

Effects: Restores 01 health per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

No wonder it took so long to learn this . . . the radius of the skill is insane .
But considering what Ilyana said, the radius of the skill will also increase a
lot .

After studying that skill for a while, Leon also understood that the skill had a
lot more potential than he had imagined . Although the healing effects
probably wouldnt increase a lot, it wouldnt decrease the more monsters or
allies were within the range of the skill .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Health Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Well . . . at least the number of monsters being healed also increase the
growth speed of the skill . It also levels up even when the monsters health are
full .

Although Leon had to work quite fast to harvester the plants and make the
mana liquid, in just a single hour, the skill reached level fifty because the
radius of the skill increased by ten meters with each level up .

Novel Chapter 464

Chapter 464: 464

"That is why I taught that skill," Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

" . . . How can you hear me from so far away?" Leon frowned .

"My Sharp Ears skill is at the max level," Ilyana answered, still using
Telepathy . "Putting that aside, to learn the mana version of Health Zone, you
need to combine Mana Shield and Mana Infusion . "

Leon already imagined that, and it was looking forward to learning that one
because he would be able to restore his slimes' mana and, thus, make them
level up even faster . That skill had been quickly learned since Leon already

knew the basics .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .



Effect: Restores 01 mana per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

The very moment Leon activated the skill, his slimes resumed their attacks to
the Ghost-Swords, and he also received several notifications .
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Congratulations! The skill Mana Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

"Hahaha! Grow my minions! Grow stronger and become my strength!" Leon
laughed maniacally .

"Why don't you say the same thing when we level up?" Undine asked .

"You guys, aren't my minions . You are my friends," Leon said .

"Because we are powerful?" Undine asked . "If we were weak like slimes,
wouldn't you treat us differently?"

"I would like to think that you wouldn't threat any sentient and sapient being
as my minions," Leon said . "But, I guess only words aren't enough to prove
that . "

In the end, Leon got ahead of himself, and that caused a misunderstanding .
For a change, Undine makes a question without using her usual mocking

tone . It was clear that she had doubts about Leon's intentions . It was weird
considering that he joined his side without much of a fuss, but it was evident
that Leon couldn't drop his guard or relax . Otherwise, he eventually would
take the path the harvesters took . . . they killed fragments of spirits to obtain
their power and probably still are hunting the original spirits .



Putting such thoughts aside, Leon finally had the status necessary to learn
how to summon golems . Still, he was pretty sure that Ilyana wouldn't teach
him until he learns all the other skills from the 'emanation series . '
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In the end, in no time, Summon Slime reached level one hundred, and Mana
Zone reached level fifty . Although Leon wanted to keep leveling up those
skills since it was so easy, Ilyana had other plans .

"You probably already know things, but to learn the next spell, you have to
combine Mana Shield and Stamina Restoration," Ilyana said using Telepathy .
"Now that I think about it, you should learn more skills that consume
stamina . Although you rarely will use them, the extra status will help,
anyway . "

Leon already knew that, but it couldn't be helped since he was stingy and
always only looked for new spells to learn . . . even though the cheapest ones
weren't that useful . Regardless, Leon finally understood why he learned
Mana Zone so fast . . . it was because he had a lot of it and because he had a
lot of experience using it . The same thing couldn't be said about his stamina,
and even though his mana was being consumed, it didn't make things easier .

"If learning how to restore health, mana, and stamina in a massive area is
difficult, I can't even imagine how difficult it will be to increase the other

attributes . I don't even have buffs that increase my status without doing
things like shouting or looking at the enemy . . . "



Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Leon was getting tired of spending so much time learning the spells
instead of using tomes, not everything was bad news . Even though he was
stubborn and prideful, that were his characteristics, those were the straits that
granted him such useful passive skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Effect: Restores 01 stamina per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Three days later, Leon finally received that notification, and he started to
question those skills . Although they were useful, their cost was too high, and
he wouldn't be able to restore his energy or even increase his own status with
them . Those skills would be only useful to someone who would fight with
friends and allies, Leon obtained Lion's Pride because that rarely happened .
Even considering the extra status he was receiving, it wasn't enough to make
Leon felt motivated to keep using them .

" . . .Whatever, I don't have time to waste with such thoughts . My goal is to
kill the bastards who caused my parents' death and those who wanted to
destroy Earth . "



"It is time," Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

"It is time for another torture session . . . I mean . . . training session . Those
are getting mixed up in my head since both of them are actually true . "

Leon felt like sighing, but he still headed toward Ilyana's castle .

That is why I taught that skill, Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

. . . How can you hear me from so far away? Leon frowned .

My Sharp Ears skill is at the max level, Ilyana answered, still using
Telepathy . Putting that aside, to learn the mana version of Health Zone, you
need to combine Mana Shield and Mana Infusion .

Leon already imagined that, and it was looking forward to learning that one
because he would be able to restore his slimes mana and, thus, make them
level up even faster . That skill had been quickly learned since Leon already

knew the basics .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Effect: Restores 01 mana per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .



The very moment Leon activated the skill, his slimes resumed their attacks to
the Ghost-Swords, and he also received several notifications .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Zone has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Slime has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hahaha! Grow my minions! Grow stronger and become my strength! Leon
laughed maniacally .

Why dont you say the same thing when we level up? Undine asked .

You guys, arent my minions . You are my friends, Leon said .



Because we are powerful? Undine asked . If we were weak like slimes,
wouldnt you treat us differently?

I would like to think that you wouldnt threat any sentient and sapient being as
my minions, Leon said . But, I guess only words arent enough to prove that .

In the end, Leon got ahead of himself, and that caused a misunderstanding .
For a change, Undine makes a question without using her usual mocking

tone . It was clear that she had doubts about Leons intentions . It was weird
considering that he joined his side without much of a fuss, but it was evident
that Leon couldnt drop his guard or relax . Otherwise, he eventually would
take the path the harvesters took . . . they killed fragments of spirits to obtain
their power and probably still are hunting the original spirits .

Putting such thoughts aside, Leon finally had the status necessary to learn
how to summon golems . Still, he was pretty sure that Ilyana wouldnt teach
him until he learns all the other skills from the emanation series .

In the end, in no time, Summon Slime reached level one hundred, and Mana
Zone reached level fifty . Although Leon wanted to keep leveling up those
skills since it was so easy, Ilyana had other plans .

You probably already know things, but to learn the next spell, you have to
combine Mana Shield and Stamina Restoration, Ilyana said using Telepathy .
Now that I think about it, you should learn more skills that consume stamina .
Although you rarely will use them, the extra status will help, anyway .

Leon already knew that, but it couldnt be helped since he was stingy and
always only looked for new spells to learn . . . even though the cheapest ones
werent that useful . Regardless, Leon finally understood why he learned Mana



Zone so fast . . . it was because he had a lot of it and because he had a lot of
experience using it . The same thing couldnt be said about his stamina, and
even though his mana was being consumed, it didnt make things easier .

If learning how to restore health, mana, and stamina in a massive area is
difficult, I cant even imagine how difficult it will be to increase the other

attributes . I dont even have buffs that increase my status without doing things
like shouting or looking at the enemy . . .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Although Leon was getting tired of spending so much time learning the spells
instead of using tomes, not everything was bad news . Even though he was
stubborn and prideful, that were his characteristics, those were the straits that
granted him such useful passive skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stamina Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Effect: Restores 01 stamina per second to all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Three days later, Leon finally received that notification, and he started to
question those skills . Although they were useful, their cost was too high, and
he wouldnt be able to restore his energy or even increase his own status with



them . Those skills would be only useful to someone who would fight with
friends and allies, Leon obtained Lions Pride because that rarely happened .
Even considering the extra status he was receiving, it wasnt enough to make
Leon felt motivated to keep using them .

. . . Whatever, I dont have time to waste with such thoughts . My goal is to
kill the bastards who caused my parents death and those who wanted to
destroy Earth .

It is time, Ilyana said, using Telepathy .

It is time for another torture session . . . I mean . . . training session . Those
are getting mixed up in my head since both of them are actually true .

Leon felt like sighing, but he still headed toward Ilyanas castle .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon was starting to wonder how come the pain he always felt wasn't
decreasing even though his resistance skills were leveling up like crazy . But
the answer was obvious; it was because Ilyana was adjusting her power . Not
only that, little by little those training sessions were increasing .

"About the next spell . . . " Leon said after using Full-Recover again like
usual to decrease the feelings of weakness .

"To learn Power Zone, you have to emit your mana like you do when you use
Mana Shield," Ilyana explained . "But you need to make your mana stick on
the skin of your allies . Don't let it be absorbed . "

" . . . I was thinking about learning Summon Golem next," Leon said . "It will
be more useful to make them create the mana liquid in my place . "
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"You should give up on that," Ilyana shook her head . "Even if the golems will
be made using your mana, you won't level up Farming or Alchemy . I don't
mind teaching you how to do that after you learn the emanation series spells,
but you should make both skills reach level max before you do that . "

Leon sighed, as expected, he wouldn't be able to level up Alchemy unless he
does the difficult work himself . Alchemy increased the effects of the mana
liquids he makes, after all . So, such a skill needed to be leveled up .

Since it was a waste of time trying to negotiate with Ilyana, Leon decided to
leave her castle and resume his training . . . in the end, he had to train for
three months to learn all the spells that increase his allies' status . Leon didn't
obtain many status points himself, so he felt quite discouraged, and he wasn't
alone .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Power Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the strength by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ability Zone .



Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the dexterity by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Velocity Zone .
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Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the speed by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Tolerance Zone .



Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the endurance by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Dominance Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .
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Increases the control by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Tolerance Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the mentality by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Restoration Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the recovery by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Determination Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the willpower by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Hey, Leon . Let's play . . . " Sylph said, looking bored out of his mind . "You
can't just use all your awaken time training . "

"I wish that something could happen . . . anything because these days are
looking even more boring than my time in that temple," Celsius said while she
was lying on the ground and looking at the sky .

"Let's fight, Leon!" Efreet said . "After sweating a little bit, everyone can feel
much better!"

"I wasn't to increase the size of my labyrinth," Gnome said .



"So noisy . . . " Undine sighed .

Leon summoned all his spirits for a change of pace since the last three months
had been filled with intense training . However, soon he started to regret
that . Volt was the only one who wasn't causing a ruckus . . . Although Leon
didn't use many thunder spells, he became his favorite spirit since he wasn't
noisy, and when he had free time, he just meditated, and he was doing exactly
that . . . even though meditation wouldn't increase his powers all that much .

Regardless, since it has been a while, Leon decided to take it easy for a
change of pace . He still had some mana liquid nearby so his spirits could stay
on their physical forms for one hour or two . So, instead of worrying about
that, Leon started to wonder about several things . One year had passed since
he met Ilyana and he was already thirty-five . . . Even though he had a wild
imagination, never in his wildest dreams, he imagined that he would live such
a life . Everything seemed insane . . . using magic every day, not for the fun
of it but to get stronger and prepare for a battle that it will take place in
hundreds of years, traveling between planets, talking with spirits . . .
becoming the student of a five thousand years old witch . Leon's life didn't
make any sense .

"I never wished for a boring life, but I never asked for a crazy one either . . .
"

Although Leon became someone who could influence other people and
change a little bit the whole destiny of Earth, he didn't feel satisfied with it .
He lost his parents, his home, he wasn't there when his sister needed him, and
now he had been forgotten for every single person he cared about .

Leon paid a high price for the power he obtained, but if he had the chance, he
would trade everything for his old-life . His ultimate goal was revenge, and



that wasn't something that the old Leon or even the current Leon could
consider as a good goal . Because after having his revenge, Leon would have
nothing left .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon was starting to wonder how come the pain he always felt wasnt
decreasing even though his resistance skills were leveling up like crazy . But
the answer was obvious; it was because Ilyana was adjusting her power . Not
only that, little by little those training sessions were increasing .



About the next spell . . . Leon said after using Full-Recover again like usual
to decrease the feelings of weakness .

To learn Power Zone, you have to emit your mana like you do when you use
Mana Shield, Ilyana explained . But you need to make your mana stick on the
skin of your allies . Dont let it be absorbed .

. . . I was thinking about learning Summon Golem next, Leon said . It will be
more useful to make them create the mana liquid in my place .

You should give up on that, Ilyana shook her head . Even if the golems will
be made using your mana, you wont level up Farming or Alchemy . I dont
mind teaching you how to do that after you learn the emanation series spells,
but you should make both skills reach level max before you do that .

Leon sighed, as expected, he wouldnt be able to level up Alchemy unless he
does the difficult work himself . Alchemy increased the effects of the mana
liquids he makes, after all . So, such a skill needed to be leveled up .

Since it was a waste of time trying to negotiate with Ilyana, Leon decided to
leave her castle and resume his training . . . in the end, he had to train for
three months to learn all the spells that increase his allies status . Leon didnt
obtain many status points himself, so he felt quite discouraged, and he wasnt
alone .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Power Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .



Increases the strength by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ability Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the dexterity by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Velocity Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the speed by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Tolerance Zone .



Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the endurance by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Dominance Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the control by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magic Tolerance Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the mentality by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Restoration Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the recovery by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Determination Zone .

Cost: 100 mana per second .

Increases the willpower by one point of all allies in a ten meters radius .

You obtained 01 status points .

Hey, Leon . Lets play . . . Sylph said, looking bored out of his mind . You
cant just use all your awaken time training .

I wish that something could happen . . . anything because these days are
looking even more boring than my time in that temple, Celsius said while she
was lying on the ground and looking at the sky .

Lets fight, Leon! Efreet said . After sweating a little bit, everyone can feel
much better!

I wasnt to increase the size of my labyrinth, Gnome said .

So noisy . . . Undine sighed .

Leon summoned all his spirits for a change of pace since the last three months
had been filled with intense training . However, soon he started to regret
that . Volt was the only one who wasnt causing a ruckus . . . Although Leon
didnt use many thunder spells, he became his favorite spirit since he wasnt



noisy, and when he had free time, he just meditated, and he was doing exactly
that . . . even though meditation wouldnt increase his powers all that much .

Regardless, since it has been a while, Leon decided to take it easy for a
change of pace . He still had some mana liquid nearby so his spirits could stay
on their physical forms for one hour or two . So, instead of worrying about
that, Leon started to wonder about several things . One year had passed since
he met Ilyana and he was already thirty-five . . . Even though he had a wild
imagination, never in his wildest dreams, he imagined that he would live such
a life . Everything seemed insane . . . using magic every day, not for the fun
of it but to get stronger and prepare for a battle that it will take place in
hundreds of years, traveling between planets, talking with spirits . . .
becoming the student of a five thousand years old witch . Leons life didnt
make any sense .

I never wished for a boring life, but I never asked for a crazy one either . . .

Although Leon became someone who could influence other people and
change a little bit the whole destiny of Earth, he didnt feel satisfied with it .
He lost his parents, his home, he wasnt there when his sister needed him, and
now he had been forgotten for every single person he cared about .

Leon paid a high price for the power he obtained, but if he had the chance, he
would trade everything for his old-life . His ultimate goal was revenge, and
that wasnt something that the old Leon or even the current Leon could
consider as a good goal . Because after having his revenge, Leon would have
nothing left .

Novel Chapter 466



Chapter 466: 466

Things were going well on Earth, according to Ilyana, his friends were
building their new homes and also making use of the time dilation . . . things
were going well, perhaps too well and that kind of thing was what bothered
Leon most .

"I guess so many things happened so fast in the past that I got used to it to the
point where I miss troublesome situations for me to solve . . . "

Regardless, after walking for two hours, Leon reached Ilyana's castle, and
after half an hour, he found her in the center of the empty building . As
always, she was sitting cross-legged and creating Ghost-Swords .

"Mmm? I don't think it is time for your weekly resistance training," Ilyana
said, surprised at Leon's arrival . "If you want to train your resistance more
and faster, you need to increase your health . "

"Didn't you hear me approaching?" Leon said, surprised . "I thought you are
always watching me . "

"Do you want to be watched every single moment by me?" Ilyana frowned .

"No . . . " Leon answered . "Anyway, I learned Determination Zone . . .
though I think it is weird that there is a spell that can motivate my allies .
Regardless, I have come to learn how to summon a golem . "

"It isn't much different of how to summon a slime . . . you just have to create
a mass of earth of the size of the earth golems you saw before and concentrate



forty-five hundred mana points in its center," Ilyana explained . "The feelings
you have to think while you create it is something like: attack everything on
sight and the same feeling you have when you manipulate Earth . "

Leon frowned upon hearing that, again the exact numbers . . . but he didn't
overthink it . The problem was the things he had to feel while creating the

golems since he had to pass those feelings to them . Otherwise, they would
only become statues .

"You look confused, but it isn't that complicated," Ilyana said . "Just imagine
yourself like a golem that attacks everything and also imagine yourself using
Earth Manipulation . "
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Leon nodded and then left the castle . The theory seemed a bit more simple,
but Leon was aware that he would have a hard time learning the spell since he
had to everything in the blink of an eye .

"Since golems are made of earth, that means you can create them, Gnome?"
Leon asked .

"Of course," Gnome answered . "But they will be under my command, even
though I will end up using your mana . "

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Fortunately, Geomancy made everything much easier . The old and good
elemental magic was straightforward to use, so Leon managed to create the
statues pretty fast . However, he only stopped when he could make a perfect
golem when he could do that in 0 . 1 seconds . It was insane, but Leon could
do it thanks to Lion's Pride that enhanced his attributes even without
consuming his mana .



"Now I just have to make a copy made of mana of the golem's core, at the
very moment I finish its body . . . "

Just as Leon expected, things got difficult from that moment onward . Mostly
because the cost of mana to create the core was high . After failing only three
times, Leon had to use mana liquid or blue angel leaves to restore his mana .
However, since Leon was really looking forward to that skill, he persevered,
and two days later, he finally succeeded .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Earth Golem .

Cost: 5000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Earth Golem – Lv 01
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Health: 250 +

Mana: 50 +

Stamina: 150 +



Strength: 50 +

Dexterity: 10+

Speed: 10 +

Intelligence: 10+

Endurance: 50 +

Control: 10 +

Mentality: 50 +

Luck: 10 +

Recovery: 50 +

Willpower: 00 +

Coins: 00

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Stone Skin Lv 10, Earthquake Lv 10, Earth Bullet Lv 10,



Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 50

It couldn't be helped, but Leon couldn't help but frown while looking at the
golem . . . the fact that creature was in status only five times stronger than a
slime was depressing . The cost of mana was also insane . . . even though it
was expected . Regardless, Leon started to create more and make them attack

Ilyana's Ghost-Swords . Things got noisy since the magic projectiles were
made of earth, but Leon ignored that because he also started to receive a lot of
notifications .

"I knew I wanted to learn how to summon them, but . . . man, they take a lot
of space . "

Leon created three and tried to control them in order to make some mana
liquid, but even though he only made then make the powder, the effects of the
mana liquid decreased . When Leon was the one who made the powder, and
they add it to the water . . . the same thing happened . It couldn't be helped,
and Leon already knew that, but he couldn't contain a long sigh once he
confirmed that fact .

Things were going well on Earth, according to Ilyana, his friends were
building their new homes and also making use of the time dilation . . . things
were going well, perhaps too well and that kind of thing was what bothered
Leon most .

I guess so many things happened so fast in the past that I got used to it to the
point where I miss troublesome situations for me to solve . . .



Regardless, after walking for two hours, Leon reached Ilyanas castle, and
after half an hour, he found her in the center of the empty building . As
always, she was sitting cross-legged and creating Ghost-Swords .

Mmm? I dont think it is time for your weekly resistance training, Ilyana said,
surprised at Leons arrival . If you want to train your resistance more and
faster, you need to increase your health .

Didnt you hear me approaching? Leon said, surprised . I thought you are
always watching me .

Do you want to be watched every single moment by me? Ilyana frowned .

No . . . Leon answered . Anyway, I learned Determination Zone . . . though
I think it is weird that there is a spell that can motivate my allies . Regardless,
I have come to learn how to summon a golem .

It isnt much different of how to summon a slime . . . you just have to create
a mass of earth of the size of the earth golems you saw before and concentrate
forty-five hundred mana points in its center, Ilyana explained . The feelings
you have to think while you create it is something like: attack everything on
sight and the same feeling you have when you manipulate Earth .

Leon frowned upon hearing that, again the exact numbers . . . but he didnt
overthink it . The problem was the things he had to feel while creating the

golems since he had to pass those feelings to them . Otherwise, they would
only become statues .



You look confused, but it isnt that complicated, Ilyana said . Just imagine
yourself like a golem that attacks everything and also imagine yourself using
Earth Manipulation .

Leon nodded and then left the castle . The theory seemed a bit more simple,
but Leon was aware that he would have a hard time learning the spell since he
had to everything in the blink of an eye .

Since golems are made of earth, that means you can create them, Gnome?
Leon asked .

Of course, Gnome answered . But they will be under my command, even
though I will end up using your mana .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Fortunately, Geomancy made everything much easier . The old and good
elemental magic was straightforward to use, so Leon managed to create the
statues pretty fast . However, he only stopped when he could make a perfect
golem when he could do that in 0 . 1 seconds . It was insane, but Leon could
do it thanks to Lions Pride that enhanced his attributes even without
consuming his mana .

Now I just have to make a copy made of mana of the golems core, at the very
moment I finish its body . . .

Just as Leon expected, things got difficult from that moment onward . Mostly
because the cost of mana to create the core was high . After failing only three
times, Leon had to use mana liquid or blue angel leaves to restore his mana .
However, since Leon was really looking forward to that skill, he persevered,
and two days later, he finally succeeded .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Earth Golem .

Cost: 5000 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Earth Golem – Lv 01

Health: 250 +



Mana: 50 +

Stamina: 150 +

Strength: 50 +

Dexterity: 10+

Speed: 10 +

Intelligence: 10+

Endurance: 50 +

Control: 10 +

Mentality: 50 +

Luck: 10 +

Recovery: 50 +

Willpower: 00 +

Coins: 00

Status: 00



Skill List

Active Skills: Stone Skin Lv 10, Earthquake Lv 10, Earth Bullet Lv 10,

Passive Skills: Earth Resistance Lv 50

It couldnt be helped, but Leon couldnt help but frown while looking at the
golem . . . the fact that creature was in status only five times stronger than a
slime was depressing . The cost of mana was also insane . . . even though it
was expected . Regardless, Leon started to create more and make them attack

Ilyanas Ghost-Swords . Things got noisy since the magic projectiles were
made of earth, but Leon ignored that because he also started to receive a lot of
notifications .

I knew I wanted to learn how to summon them, but . . . man, they take a lot
of space .

Leon created three and tried to control them in order to make some mana
liquid, but even though he only made then make the powder, the effects of the
mana liquid decreased . When Leon was the one who made the powder, and
they add it to the water . . . the same thing happened . It couldnt be helped,
and Leon already knew that, but he couldnt contain a long sigh once he
confirmed that fact .
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Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"I guess the power of the attacks also influences how fast someone or skills

can level up . . . just attacking powerful monsters isn't enough . "

Although Leon was creating golems five times slower, the speed of the skill
leveling up was the same as the slimes . In fact, it was slightly faster since
their attack growth was much more noticeable . Regardless, while Leon was
working, Leon heard Ilyana's voice in his mind .
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"We need to talk, come here," Ilyana said .



"Did something happen?" Leon asked, surprised . "Can't you just say via
Telepathy?"

"I can, but you will have to come anyways," Ilyana said .

It was a bit troublesome to obey without knowing why, but Leon decided to
do so . Although he was trying not to rely on Ilyana that much, his debt was
increasing at a fast pace since she was keeping an eye on his friends, teaching
him new magic, and letting him attack her monsters .

It looked like that was a serious matter since Ilyana stopped summoning
Ghost-Swords and was making a serious expression while she waited for
Leon's arrival . The only time she did that before was when Gisela and her
army came to Earth and was about to attack Japan . So, Leon could easily
imagine the gravity of the situation .

"I want you that you do something for me," Ilyana said .

"What is it?" Leon said, trying to hide his surprise .

"I found the existence of some individuals that may cause problems for us,"
Ilyana said . "I want that you deal with them . "

"By deal, you mean killing, right?" Leon asked . "Did they do something?"
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"Yes and no," Ilyana said . "They are the sole survivors of a certain planet .
Their psych is damaged since they just lost all their relatives and friends . I
said that they might cause problems for us because of that . "

"So, they will become harvesters?" Leon asked . "Even if that is the case,
don't you think we have a good start over them? Besides, are you sure that
you want them dead just because they might become enemies?"

"What about talking with them and make them become our allies?" Leon
asked again . ���Wouldn't it be better to increase our numbers by acting
first and not letting the harvesters contact them?"

"You are so insistent . . . " Ilyana sighed . "As I said, their psych is damaged,
they won't listen to reason . At this moment, the last thing they care about is
about other planets or the battles of others . After losing everything, do you
think they will do what you are doing? They would wish to obtain power on

the quickest way even if they had to become minions of some asshole . "

Leon understood what Ilyana was talking about, something very similar
happened to Donan . He sold his soul and the fate of his world to obtain
power and fill the void inside him by trying to protect his world and its people
using the power of an unknown creature . Still, eradicating another species
wasn't something Leon wanted to do, but . . .

"If you can't do it, then I won't force you," Ilyana said . "The weight of killing
the last members of the species of a world isn't something to be taken lightly .
However, it won't be the first, or the last time this will have to be done .
Unless you get used to this, you don't have any chances of facing the
harvesters who will invade your world and defeat them . "



" . . . I will do it," Leon said after a sigh .

It was a bit too much to act considering the possibility of some things that
were even truer when lives were on the line . But it was time for Leon to
repair at least some of the favors he was owing to Ilyana .
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"I guess there is no point in trying to act like a decent human being . . . I
killed hundreds of humans and killed the last members of two different
species . If I want to save my friends and Earth, I can't take any chances of
ignoring possible enemies . "

Health: 325 +

Mana: 15425 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +



Intelligence: 9667+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 1750 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 287,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Cheer Lv 65, Hateful Gaze Lv 65, Summon Sylph's Fragment
Lv 110, Ice Summon Celsius' Fragment Lv 110, Summon Efreet's
Fragment Lv 90, Summon Undine's Fragment Lv 90, Summon Gnome's
Fragment Lv 120, Summon Volt's Fragment Lv 80, Summon Slime Lv 100,
Earth Bomb Lv 50, Earth Arrow Shower Lv 50, Shower Lv 50, Rain Lv 50,
Explosive Touch Lv 50, Fire Arrow Shower Lv 50, Orb of Thunder Lv 50,
Thunder Arrow Shower Lv 50, Fire Wave Lv 50,Water Wave Lv 50, Wind

Wave Lv 50, Sand Wave Lv 50, Health Zone Lv 50, Mana Zone Lv 60,



Stamina Zone Lv 50, Power Zone Lv 50, Ability Zone Lv 50, Velocity Zone

Lv 50, Magic Zone Lv 50, Tolerance Zone Lv 50, Dominance Zone Lv 50,
Magic Tolerance Zone Lv 50, Restoration Zone Lv 50, Determination Zone

Lv 50, Summon Earth Golem Lv 50,

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 110, Pain Resistance Lv 230, Fire
Resistance Lv 500,Farming Lv 222, Alchemy Lv 243, Wind Resistance Lv

320, Ice Resistance Lv 330, Sleep Resistance Lv 215, Thunder Resistance
Lv 360, Earth Resistance Lv 320, Gravity Resistance Lv 160, Curse
Resistance Lv 155, Multi-Conjuration Lv 285, Lion's Pride Lv 330,
Darkness Resistance Lv 155, Illusion Resistance Lv 130, Light Resistance
Lv 140

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Earth Golem has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I guess the power of the attacks also influences how fast someone or skills can
level up . . . just attacking powerful monsters isnt enough .



Although Leon was creating golems five times slower, the speed of the skill
leveling up was the same as the slimes . In fact, it was slightly faster since
their attack growth was much more noticeable . Regardless, while Leon was
working, Leon heard Ilyanas voice in his mind .

We need to talk, come here, Ilyana said .

Did something happen? Leon asked, surprised . Cant you just say via
Telepathy?

I can, but you will have to come anyways, Ilyana said .

It was a bit troublesome to obey without knowing why, but Leon decided to
do so . Although he was trying not to rely on Ilyana that much, his debt was
increasing at a fast pace since she was keeping an eye on his friends, teaching
him new magic, and letting him attack her monsters .

It looked like that was a serious matter since Ilyana stopped summoning
Ghost-Swords and was making a serious expression while she waited for
Leons arrival . The only time she did that before was when Gisela and her
army came to Earth and was about to attack Japan . So, Leon could easily
imagine the gravity of the situation .

I want you that you do something for me, Ilyana said .

What is it? Leon said, trying to hide his surprise .

I found the existence of some individuals that may cause problems for us,
Ilyana said . I want that you deal with them .



By deal, you mean killing, right? Leon asked . Did they do something?

Yes and no, Ilyana said . They are the sole survivors of a certain planet .
Their psych is damaged since they just lost all their relatives and friends . I
said that they might cause problems for us because of that .

So, they will become harvesters? Leon asked . Even if that is the case, dont
you think we have a good start over them? Besides, are you sure that you
want them dead just because they might become enemies?

What about talking with them and make them become our allies? Leon asked

again . ���Wouldnt it be better to increase our numbers by acting first and

not letting the harvesters contact them?

You are so insistent . . . Ilyana sighed . As I said, their psych is damaged,
they wont listen to reason . At this moment, the last thing they care about is
about other planets or the battles of others . After losing everything, do you
think they will do what you are doing? They would wish to obtain power on

the quickest way even if they had to become minions of some asshole .

Leon understood what Ilyana was talking about, something very similar
happened to Donan . He sold his soul and the fate of his world to obtain
power and fill the void inside him by trying to protect his world and its people
using the power of an unknown creature . Still, eradicating another species
wasnt something Leon wanted to do, but . . .

If you cant do it, then I wont force you, Ilyana said . The weight of killing the
last members of the species of a world isnt something to be taken lightly .
However, it wont be the first, or the last time this will have to be done .



Unless you get used to this, you dont have any chances of facing the
harvesters who will invade your world and defeat them .

. . . I will do it, Leon said after a sigh .

It was a bit too much to act considering the possibility of some things that
were even truer when lives were on the line . But it was time for Leon to
repair at least some of the favors he was owing to Ilyana .

I guess there is no point in trying to act like a decent human being . . . I killed
hundreds of humans and killed the last members of two different species . If I
want to save my friends and Earth, I cant take any chances of ignoring
possible enemies .

Health: 325 +

Mana: 15425 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 9667+



Endurance: 512 +

Control: 1750 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 287,452,362

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Cheer Lv 65, Hateful Gaze Lv 65, Summon Sylphs Fragment
Lv 110, Ice Summon Celsius Fragment Lv 110, Summon Efreets Fragment
Lv 90, Summon Undines Fragment Lv 90, Summon Gnomes Fragment Lv
120, Summon Volts Fragment Lv 80, Summon Slime Lv 100, Earth Bomb
Lv 50, Earth Arrow Shower Lv 50, Shower Lv 50, Rain Lv 50, Explosive
Touch Lv 50, Fire Arrow Shower Lv 50, Orb of Thunder Lv 50, Thunder
Arrow Shower Lv 50, Fire Wave Lv 50, Water Wave Lv 50, Wind Wave

Lv 50, Sand Wave Lv 50, Health Zone Lv 50, Mana Zone Lv 60, Stamina
Zone Lv 50, Power Zone Lv 50, Ability Zone Lv 50, Velocity Zone Lv 50,
Magic Zone Lv 50, Tolerance Zone Lv 50, Dominance Zone Lv 50, Magic



Tolerance Zone Lv 50, Restoration Zone Lv 50, Determination Zone Lv 50,
Summon Earth Golem Lv 50,

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 110, Pain Resistance Lv 230, Fire
Resistance Lv 500,Farming Lv 222, Alchemy Lv 243, Wind Resistance Lv

320, Ice Resistance Lv 330, Sleep Resistance Lv 215, Thunder Resistance
Lv 360, Earth Resistance Lv 320, Gravity Resistance Lv 160, Curse
Resistance Lv 155, Multi-Conjuration Lv 285, Lions Pride Lv 330,
Darkness Resistance Lv 155, Illusion Resistance Lv 130, Light Resistance
Lv 140
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"Efreet, come and absorb their attacks," Leon said .

"Bahahaha! Now we are talking!" Efreet said, visibly excited .

Gremlins used Fire Tornado and Flamethrower, but as if he was a magnet to
those, Efreet absorbed all the flames . Meanwhile, the monsters that tried to
pierce Leon with their weapons got killed by a single Plasma Bullet in the
head .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Their numbers are even higher than on that planet I first saw them . . . I
guess it is because the dominant species of this world is on the verge of
extinction . . . and I'm going to be the one who will deliver the finishing

blow . "
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Leon couldn't help but wonder if he was weak by having second thoughts or
if he was reasonable . He didn't ask Ilyana if he could talk with them, but
since she didn't say anything about it, most likely, it would be a waste of
time .



"Efreet, absorb their attacks and use half of the fire to recover my mana,"
Leon said .

"You got it!" Efreet said .

Unfortunately, Leon didn't have time to waste . Although that world was only
on the third stage of assimilation and it was crowded with monsters, there was
a chance that the ones Leon was looking for would escape . Ilyana probably
could track them, but letting them escape would deteriorate their partnership .
Until now, despite everything, Ilyana showed herself to be lenient and patient,
but she clearly disapproved of several of Leon's actions . She didn't need him,
but Leon needed her to keep track of his friends and also to grow strong at a
decent pace . In case he doesn't obtain the strength necessary to protect Earth,
he more or less could count on her since her goal was to kill the
harvesters . . . Leon had no choice but to keep himself on her good side .

After dealing with that massive number of gremlins, Leon finally could
analyze his surroundings or what was left of it since the gremlins were little
devils that liked to destroy everything . It wasn't surprising that Leon could
see several forests burned, but he didn't find any real building . In all
directions, he could only find scorched mountains and burned down forests .
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"She could have told at least tell me how the targets look like . . . "



"I guess I will leave this spears on the ground for the time being . . . those will
help me to find the way back . "

In order not to be noticed, Leon killed every single Gremlin as soon as he
spotted them . His targets were on the north, so he couldn't let those little
bastards reveal his position . After flying for a while, Leon also found
chimeras, centaurs, and minotaurs . Their numbers as expected it was
immense, but since the monsters were killing each other . Leon didn't have
much trouble attacking them by surprise .

After flying toward North for a few hours, Leon found only mountains and
more mountains . All of them had caves, and those caves looked pretty
well-made . It was clear that the previously dominant species of that world
created them, and Leon finally understood why he didn't find a single
building or destroyed city so far . The species of that world lived inside the
mountains .

"I guess they are a race like the demi-minotaurs, closely resembling humans
and another type of creature . . . I don't know how that is possible, but given
that mana can change everything in many ways, it isn't that surprising . "

Regardless, if they lived inside the mountains, they probably would notice
Leon's approach if he tries to use an underground route . Leon would have to
approach by foot while keeping Anti-Mana Field active that way, he will
cancel all spells that may reveal his position, and when his mana starts to
decrease, he will have to find his targets .

"Well, until then . . . I will have to check every single cave while hoping that
those aren't dungeons . "



After making Efreet return, Leon started to explore those caves one after
another . It didn't take long before he could find something . . . since there
was a limit of how someone could build inside a mountain, Leon only found
small destroyed villages . Their houses were quite rustic . It looked like those
had been carved out of the rocks and stones of the mountain .

Also, it didn't take long before Leon could find some corpses . Although most
of them had been burned down to a crisp, some of them had only be stabbed

by the gremlins spears . The once-dominant species of that world had long
and hairy ears and nose . Most of their bodies were covered by black fur .
Although the overall shape of their bodies closely resembled humans, the
fingers of both hands and feet were a bit longer .

"Those were . . . a Rat-men species?"

Leon didn't see many animals after he fell from that airplane, but now that he

thought about it, it wouldn't be weird if animals also could evolve thanks to
mana . He didn't find any sign of other dominant species, but the chances of
the rat-men being only animals that evolved were relatively high .

Efreet, come and absorb their attacks, Leon said .

Bahahaha! Now we are talking! Efreet said, visibly excited .

Gremlins used Fire Tornado and Flamethrower, but as if he was a magnet to
those, Efreet absorbed all the flames . Meanwhile, the monsters that tried to
pierce Leon with their weapons got killed by a single Plasma Bullet in the
head .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Their numbers are even higher than on that planet I first saw them . . . I guess
it is because the dominant species of this world is on the verge of
extinction . . . and Im going to be the one who will deliver the finishing

blow .

Leon couldnt help but wonder if he was weak by having second thoughts or if
he was reasonable . He didnt ask Ilyana if he could talk with them, but since
she didnt say anything about it, most likely, it would be a waste of time .

Efreet, absorb their attacks and use half of the fire to recover my mana, Leon
said .

You got it! Efreet said .

Unfortunately, Leon didnt have time to waste . Although that world was only
on the third stage of assimilation and it was crowded with monsters, there was
a chance that the ones Leon was looking for would escape . Ilyana probably



could track them, but letting them escape would deteriorate their partnership .
Until now, despite everything, Ilyana showed herself to be lenient and patient,
but she clearly disapproved of several of Leons actions . She didnt need him,
but Leon needed her to keep track of his friends and also to grow strong at a
decent pace . In case he doesnt obtain the strength necessary to protect Earth,
he more or less could count on her since her goal was to kill the
harvesters . . . Leon had no choice but to keep himself on her good side .

After dealing with that massive number of gremlins, Leon finally could
analyze his surroundings or what was left of it since the gremlins were little
devils that liked to destroy everything . It wasnt surprising that Leon could
see several forests burned, but he didnt find any real building . In all
directions, he could only find scorched mountains and burned down forests .

She could have told at least tell me how the targets look like . . .

I guess I will leave this spears on the ground for the time being . . . those will
help me to find the way back .

In order not to be noticed, Leon killed every single Gremlin as soon as he
spotted them . His targets were on the north, so he couldnt let those little
bastards reveal his position . After flying for a while, Leon also found
chimeras, centaurs, and minotaurs . Their numbers as expected it was
immense, but since the monsters were killing each other . Leon didnt have
much trouble attacking them by surprise .

After flying toward North for a few hours, Leon found only mountains and
more mountains . All of them had caves, and those caves looked pretty
well-made . It was clear that the previously dominant species of that world
created them, and Leon finally understood why he didnt find a single building



or destroyed city so far . The species of that world lived inside the
mountains .

I guess they are a race like the demi-minotaurs, closely resembling humans
and another type of creature . . . I dont know how that is possible, but given
that mana can change everything in many ways, it isnt that surprising .

Regardless, if they lived inside the mountains, they probably would notice
Leons approach if he tries to use an underground route . Leon would have to
approach by foot while keeping Anti-Mana Field active that way, he will
cancel all spells that may reveal his position, and when his mana starts to
decrease, he will have to find his targets .

Well, until then . . . I will have to check every single cave while hoping that
those arent dungeons .

After making Efreet return, Leon started to explore those caves one after
another . It didnt take long before he could find something . . . since there
was a limit of how someone could build inside a mountain, Leon only found
small destroyed villages . Their houses were quite rustic . It looked like those
had been carved out of the rocks and stones of the mountain .

Also, it didnt take long before Leon could find some corpses . Although most
of them had been burned down to a crisp, some of them had only be stabbed

by the gremlins spears . The once-dominant species of that world had long
and hairy ears and nose . Most of their bodies were covered by black fur .
Although the overall shape of their bodies closely resembled humans, the
fingers of both hands and feet were a bit longer .

Those were . . . a Rat-men species?



Leon didnt see many animals after he fell from that airplane, but now that he

thought about it, it wouldnt be weird if animals also could evolve thanks to
mana . He didnt find any sign of other dominant species, but the chances of
the rat-men being only animals that evolved were relatively high .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .
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Leon found a lot of gremlins in some villages . The little devils sometimes
just enjoyed watching things burn . That became clear once Leon realized that



there were no rat-men nearby . Regardless, Leon could easily escape from
their sight and explode their heads using Transfer and Plasma Bullet . Besides,
he also could restore his mana using their spears, so they were just a minor
nuisance .

"I'm starting to wonder if Ilyana actually wanted to make me see this and

experience the tension and apprehension while searching for the targets . . . "

Although he was doing an important job, things could have ended quickly if

Ilyana had told him the precise location of the rat-men . So, he couldn't help
but feel that she also had other goals aside from killing possible future
enemies .

Just a few hours had passed since Leon started his search, but it was already
getting dark in that world . Although his eyes wouldn't be that efficient at
night, he decided to keep looking for the targets, just in case something
unexpected happens . Unfortunately, as usual, fate itself would make sure to
surprise Leon no matter what . Despite his cautiousness, he quickly found

signs of his targets, and it looked like he had a visitor . Leon noticed that after
seeing a battlefield that had signs of a recent battle, Leon deactivated
Anti-Mana Field for a moment and felt trails of mana of six individuals . . .
Ilyana said that he would kill five .

"To leave so much mana behind that even Mana Dominion can still feel it . . .
I don't remember seeing or feeling anything like this before . "

Leon wondered if he would have felt something like that when he fought
against the fake harvesters and the angels . Those guys and the rat-men
probably had the same level of power, after all . In fact, since they had flashy
attacks, the chances of that being true were high, but he didn't use
Mana-Dominion when he fought against them . It didn't matter, either way .



Leon found their trail, and someone was with them . . . and only someone
troublesome would appear at such an inconvenient time .
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Looking around and toward all directions, Leon tried to imagine which
direction they went . He didn't find any mana aside from the center of that

battlefield, so Leon wouldn't be able to feel the mana in the air in case they
run away flying . Leon wasn't a tracker either, so he doubted that he would
find any of their signs on the ground .

"I should have learned some tracking skills or spells . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Thanks to his high intelligence and control, Leon managed to increase the
range of Mana Dominion at an astonishing speed . If he knew that he could

level up that skill like that, Leon would have done it much before . Regardless,
the range that was three hundred meters became three kilometers in just a few
minutes . Leon's mana was being consumed much faster than before, and he
was also feeling an annoying headache since he could feel the presence of
hundreds of monsters, but he didn't stop .

When Leon was about to run out of mana, he felt six humanoid-like
presences ten kilometers north of his position inside a mountain . He also
noticed that one of them noticed Leon's presence . Without wasting time,
Leon used his remaining mana to approach the nearest Gremlin and then hit
its head with his elbow . Before the creature could fall, Leon grabbed it and
used Mana-Absorption to recover his mana . When his mana was full again,
he killed the beast and picked its spear . . . he would need all the mana he
could get .

Ten seconds later, Leon was at the top of the mountain where he felt the
presence . However, even though his Mana Dominion was supposed to make
still Leon feel their presence, he couldn't at the moment . Leon looked around
and then saw small points flying the distance .

"They sure are fast . . . "



Leon used Transfer and appeared two hundred meters away from them . At
that distance, Leon finally could see five rat-men and the sixth individual .
Much to his surprise, he closely resembled a human . . . black short hair,
brown eyes, and no physical sign that made him look like a member of

another species . However, Leon saw a tattoo of a dragon on the left arm of

the sixth human, and it closely resembled the ones Leon saw on Earth . The
only difference was the pieces of silver armor around his body .

"A human?"

Leon caught off guard . He didn't expect to find a human in such a place . It
looked like he wasn't the only irregular human on Earth that had different
experiences than most . However, the surprises didn't end there . The sixth
man shot several magic projectiles, and Leon frowned when one of them
passed by his Mana Armor and instantly destroyed his arm .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon found a lot of gremlins in some villages . The little devils sometimes
just enjoyed watching things burn . That became clear once Leon realized that
there were no rat-men nearby . Regardless, Leon could easily escape from
their sight and explode their heads using Transfer and Plasma Bullet . Besides,
he also could restore his mana using their spears, so they were just a minor
nuisance .

Im starting to wonder if Ilyana actually wanted to make me see this and
experience the tension and apprehension while searching for the targets . . .

Although he was doing an important job, things could have ended quickly if

Ilyana had told him the precise location of the rat-men . So, he couldnt help
but feel that she also had other goals aside from killing possible future
enemies .

Just a few hours had passed since Leon started his search, but it was already
getting dark in that world . Although his eyes wouldnt be that efficient at
night, he decided to keep looking for the targets, just in case something
unexpected happens . Unfortunately, as usual, fate itself would make sure to
surprise Leon no matter what . Despite his cautiousness, he quickly found

signs of his targets, and it looked like he had a visitor . Leon noticed that after
seeing a battlefield that had signs of a recent battle, Leon deactivated
Anti-Mana Field for a moment and felt trails of mana of six individuals . . .
Ilyana said that he would kill five .

To leave so much mana behind that even Mana Dominion can still feel it . . .
I dont remember seeing or feeling anything like this before .

Leon wondered if he would have felt something like that when he fought
against the fake harvesters and the angels . Those guys and the rat-men
probably had the same level of power, after all . In fact, since they had flashy



attacks, the chances of that being true were high, but he didnt use
Mana-Dominion when he fought against them . It didnt matter, either way .
Leon found their trail, and someone was with them . . . and only someone
troublesome would appear at such an inconvenient time .

Looking around and toward all directions, Leon tried to imagine which
direction they went . He didnt find any mana aside from the center of that

battlefield, so Leon wouldnt be able to feel the mana in the air in case they
run away flying . Leon wasnt a tracker either, so he doubted that he would
find any of their signs on the ground .

I should have learned some tracking skills or spells . . .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Dominion has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Thanks to his high intelligence and control, Leon managed to increase the
range of Mana Dominion at an astonishing speed . If he knew that he could

level up that skill like that, Leon would have done it much before . Regardless,
the range that was three hundred meters became three kilometers in just a few
minutes . Leons mana was being consumed much faster than before, and he
was also feeling an annoying headache since he could feel the presence of
hundreds of monsters, but he didnt stop .

When Leon was about to run out of mana, he felt six humanoid-like
presences ten kilometers north of his position inside a mountain . He also
noticed that one of them noticed Leons presence . Without wasting time,
Leon used his remaining mana to approach the nearest Gremlin and then hit
its head with his elbow . Before the creature could fall, Leon grabbed it and
used Mana-Absorption to recover his mana . When his mana was full again,
he killed the beast and picked its spear . . . he would need all the mana he
could get .

Ten seconds later, Leon was at the top of the mountain where he felt the
presence . However, even though his Mana Dominion was supposed to make
still Leon feel their presence, he couldnt at the moment . Leon looked around
and then saw small points flying the distance .

They sure are fast . . .

Leon used Transfer and appeared two hundred meters away from them . At
that distance, Leon finally could see five rat-men and the sixth individual .
Much to his surprise, he closely resembled a human . . . black short hair,
brown eyes, and no physical sign that made him look like a member of

another species . However, Leon saw a tattoo of a dragon on the left arm of

the sixth human, and it closely resembled the ones Leon saw on Earth . The
only difference was the pieces of silver armor around his body .



A human?

Leon caught off guard . He didnt expect to find a human in such a place . It
looked like he wasnt the only irregular human on Earth that had different
experiences than most . However, the surprises didnt end there . The sixth
man shot several magic projectiles, and Leon frowned when one of them
passed by his Mana Armor and instantly destroyed his arm .

Novel Chapter 470

Chapter 470: 470

"A laser? Highly concentrated mana attack? Light magic?"

Leon didn't know what that was, but he knew that it was too dangerous since

it also cauterized the wound . He used Full-Recover and recovered himself,
but Leon immediately paid the price . His body felt a little heavier and
sluggish, but Leon ignored that .

"The speed of the attack is too great . . . I can't react in time if he attacks
using that again . "

Still, Leon couldn't just chase them from a safe distance, they could find a
dungeon and escape from that planet at any moment, and things would
become much more dangerous from that moment onward . The only way to
solve that as quickly as possible was by taking some risks, and Leon decided
to do it .



Leon used Transfer and appeared in front of the man, he moved his arm to

grab him by the neck and activated Mana Absorption, but then suddenly,
Leon felt his body losing all his mana . . . it was the effect of the Anti-Mana
Field . Instead of grabbing the man's neck, Leon decided to punch it in order
to make him suffocate . Without having the power to use mana, active skills,
or passive skills . Leon could rely only on his tenacity to kill the man . His
fist landed, but it didn't cause damage as Leon had imagined . That man
smirked, and everyone started to fall since his Anti-Mana Field was very
large .
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That man grabbed Leon's left arm and prepared a punch on the right side of

Leon's ribcage, but he raised his knee to block it . Leon succeeded, but he felt
the power behind the attack . . . Although that bastard could use some
complicated spells, he was stronger physically than Leon .

"Shit . . . How can he be so physically strong and know Anti-Mana Field?"

The power of the enemy attack made Leon's falling speed increase, so he
gained some distance over those six . However, not to the point where he
could leave the range of his Anti-Mana Field .

Ten seconds later, everyone landed, and the impact created a wave of dust
spreading around . Things couldn't have become worse, Leon was alone, and
he couldn't use his magic or mana . Six enemies were in front of him, and all



of them were obviously physically stronger . . . Still, Leon couldn't run
away .

"You . . . how . . . " The human said .
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Leon had no idea, he could feel that he couldn't use magic or any skills, but
his body felt light like usual . Perhaps, Ilyana did something, but Leon
couldn't feel anything different . . . in the end, Leon understood that Lion's
Pride was still working .

"That, huh . . . " Leon said .

It was weird that Leon didn't notice that before, but considering that he
learned that passive skill in a strange way, it wasn't odd that still could work .
Regardless, Leon's best weapons and fighting style were still sealed . Besides,
it was clear that despite everything, the rat-men were still physically stronger
than him . . . While that human was recovering, Leon had time to observe
them up close from the first time, and he bit his lips . Two adult men and one
adult woman . . . and a little boy and a little girl .

"Shit . . . " Leon said, visibly conflicted . "You have got to be kidding me . "
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Those five were heavily armed and protected by several pieces of armor;
lances, sword, ax, and bows were their weapons . The very moment the
moved just a little bit, Leon pointed his hand toward them . He couldn't use
magic, but they didn't notice his bluff .

"Don't move . . . I don't want to, but I will kill all of you if any of you move,"
Leon said .

The human finally recovered from Leon's counterattack and glared at him as

if she was some piece of shit . Leon himself couldn't help but frown while
looking at that, he didn't want to use the concepts of good and evil, but it was
clear that that human was doing something immoral by trying to obtain allies
on the moment of their weakness .

"Who are you?" Leon asked . "Why are you doing this?"

"I could ask you the same thing," The human said . "Why did you come to this

place and are chasing us?"

"Answering a question with another question?" Leon frowned . "You have
quite the nerve . . . I know that you are working for one of the harvesters .
I'm asking why you are doing this considering that one of them caused the

destruction of Earth . "

"The hell are you talking about?" The man said, visibly annoyed . "I'm
working with someone who is hunting them . "



"What a stupid lie," Leon smirked . "If that were true, would have to come to
help those guys much sooner . . . why did you come only now on their

weakened state?"

"Again, I could ask you the same thing," The man said .

A laser? Highly concentrated mana attack? Light magic?

Leon didnt know what that was, but he knew that it was too dangerous since

it also cauterized the wound . He used Full-Recover and recovered himself,
but Leon immediately paid the price . His body felt a little heavier and
sluggish, but Leon ignored that .

The speed of the attack is too great . . . I cant react in time if he attacks using
that again .

Still, Leon couldnt just chase them from a safe distance, they could find a
dungeon and escape from that planet at any moment, and things would
become much more dangerous from that moment onward . The only way to
solve that as quickly as possible was by taking some risks, and Leon decided
to do it .

Leon used Transfer and appeared in front of the man, he moved his arm to

grab him by the neck and activated Mana Absorption, but then suddenly,
Leon felt his body losing all his mana . . . it was the effect of the Anti-Mana
Field . Instead of grabbing the mans neck, Leon decided to punch it in order
to make him suffocate . Without having the power to use mana, active skills,
or passive skills . Leon could rely only on his tenacity to kill the man . His
fist landed, but it didnt cause damage as Leon had imagined . That man



smirked, and everyone started to fall since his Anti-Mana Field was very
large .

That man grabbed Leons left arm and prepared a punch on the right side of
Leons ribcage, but he raised his knee to block it . Leon succeeded, but he felt
the power behind the attack . . . Although that bastard could use some
complicated spells, he was stronger physically than Leon .

Shit . . . How can he be so physically strong and know Anti-Mana Field?

The power of the enemy attack made Leons falling speed increase, so he
gained some distance over those six . However, not to the point where he
could leave the range of his Anti-Mana Field .

Ten seconds later, everyone landed, and the impact created a wave of dust
spreading around . Things couldnt have become worse, Leon was alone, and
he couldnt use his magic or mana . Six enemies were in front of him, and all
of them were obviously physically stronger . . . Still, Leon couldnt run away .

You . . . how . . . The human said .

Leon had no idea, he could feel that he couldnt use magic or any skills, but
his body felt light like usual . Perhaps, Ilyana did something, but Leon
couldnt feel anything different . . . in the end, Leon understood that Lions
Pride was still working .

That, huh . . . Leon said .



It was weird that Leon didnt notice that before, but considering that he
learned that passive skill in a strange way, it wasnt odd that still could work .
Regardless, Leons best weapons and fighting style were still sealed . Besides,
it was clear that despite everything, the rat-men were still physically stronger
than him . . . While that human was recovering, Leon had time to observe
them up close from the first time, and he bit his lips . Two adult men and one
adult woman . . . and a little boy and a little girl .

Shit . . . Leon said, visibly conflicted . You have got to be kidding me .

Those five were heavily armed and protected by several pieces of armor;
lances, sword, ax, and bows were their weapons . The very moment the
moved just a little bit, Leon pointed his hand toward them . He couldnt use
magic, but they didnt notice his bluff .

Dont move . . . I dont want to, but I will kill all of you if any of you move,
Leon said .

The human finally recovered from Leons counterattack and glared at him as if
she was some piece of shit . Leon himself couldnt help but frown while
looking at that, he didnt want to use the concepts of good and evil, but it was
clear that that human was doing something immoral by trying to obtain allies
on the moment of their weakness .

Who are you? Leon asked . Why are you doing this?

I could ask you the same thing, The human said . Why did you come to this

place and are chasing us?



Answering a question with another question? Leon frowned . You have quite
the nerve . . . I know that you are working for one of the harvesters . Im
asking why you are doing this considering that one of them caused the
destruction of Earth .

The hell are you talking about? The man said, visibly annoyed . Im working

with someone who is hunting them .

What a stupid lie, Leon smirked . If that were true, would have to come to
help those guys much sooner . . . why did you come only now on their

weakened state?

Again, I could ask you the same thing, The man said .
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